NetEase Games’ First VR Open World Cross-Platform Multiplayer Game - Nostos is released
Worldwide
GUANGZHOU, China – Dec. 7th, 2019 – NetEase Games today released Nostos, a cross-platform
multiplayer game for PC & VR in an open world setting. Since its first appearence at Gamescom
2018, the game has gone through several test phases for optimization and is now finally ready to
unveil itself. The full version of the game will not only offer a complete storyline and task list for
each avatar chosen, but also introduce new gaming modes that had never shown in the beta version
before. There will be at least 10 hours of gameplay availble for players to go in quest for the truth
of the world of Nostos.

Nostos Steam Store Page：https://store.steampowered.com/app/943150/Nostos/
In Nostos, players will become pioneers to explore a world that is archaic and filled with mysteries.
Walking through abandon cities, historical sites, and the wild, Pioneers need to scavenge for clues
and survival supplies. Teaming up with others is a crucial part of survival, to collect, craft, build up
a tribe for conquering the unknown world of Nostos.
Players who purchase the full version will be able to experience:

- Main Storyline related missions for each avatar chosen composed by complete and unique 12 hours
gameplay.
- The theme of Nostos is to explore the carefully crafted magical world, while being able to climb,
to drive, to hunt and to build.
- Introducing the Boss Battle for those who love a little bit more of the tension and challenge.
- The newly released exploration mode allows players to try out their survival skills in the wild.
- Collectable items such as various skins and tools will be availble for players to acquire for
completing tasks or in-game decorations.
- Fully debugged and optimized VR operation and combat stimulation with enhanced graphics and
realistic visual rendering.
The full version of Nostos will be availble in English, Chinese, Japanese for first phase of OB,
German, Franch and Russian will become availble in future updates.
Players who follow Nostos on social media will be able to enter a lucky draw for a free access code
to the full version! Stay tune!
To learn more about Nostos:
· Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Nostosgame/
· Twitter: https://twitter.com/nostosgame
· YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdVw_H_MO-oax619ja-Rngw
· Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/nostos_vrgame/
· Official website: http://nostos.163.com/en/
About NetEase Games
NetEase Games is the online games division of NetEase, Inc. (NASDAQ: NTES), developing and
operating some of the most popular PC-client and mobile games in markets including China and
Japan. As one of the world's largest incubators of quality online game content, NetEase Games is
dedicated to supporting the growth of innovative studios around the globe and growing an
international presence along the way. To complement its self-developed games and world-class
R&D capabilities, NetEase Games also partners with other industry leaders including Blizzard
Entertainment, Mojang AB (a Microsoft subsidiary) and other global game developers to operate
some of the most popular international online games in China. For more information, please visit
neteasegames.com.

